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Crossbow Specialist Reviews Coverage
Just a short note to share a couple of comments with you. I just
received your latest issue of
ArrowTrade. My first comment is
that it is nice to see one of the
“Industry Magazines” that has not
backed away from the issue of the
crossbow under these quaking political times. The other two big-boys
seem to have omitted anything to do
with the crossbow. No crossbows, no
crossbow accessories, no nothing
about archery’s current rage. You, on
the other hand, remain true to your
personal beliefs. I tip my hat to you
for your integrity.
The second point I would like to
bring up is your fine editorial in the
latest issue. It is an eye-opener for
those that so badly misunderstand
what a crossbow really is.
Unfortunately, it is not just the grassroots archer that has been ingrained
with misconceptions about this
weapon from a deceitful and uninformed camp, it is the dealers. You
have taken an excellent step in the
education of this segment of our
industry. If our dealers become
informed, they will be better able to
inform the consumer. It is a nobrainer to even the simplest of
thinkers.
The final point I would applaud
you on is the need for more crossbow competitions to keep the offseason shooter active in the sport.
The IBO and NFAA now have crossbow classes, but I still hear tales of
the cold-shoulder treatment and
even verbal abuse from vertical
archers, when a shooter shows up at
an event toting his faithful crossbow.
I find it hard to imagine that such
behavior would happen, but in the
current times with escalated emotions over the crossbow, anything is
possible.
In an effort to encourage more

courage and integrity. Please keep
up the good work.
American Crossbow Federation
Horizontal Bowhunter Magazine
Daniel James Hendricks,
Publisher/Editor
Glenwood, MN
Editor’s Note: If you’d like to stay
informed about crossbow issues
year-round, you can get information
about subscribing to Horizontal
Bowhunter Magazine by calling (320)
634-3660 or you can go on line at
www.horizontalbowhunter.com
tournament activity, the American
Crossbow Federation (ACF) has
designed their own set of 3-D shoot
rules and are working to encourage
more folks to participate in the offseason sport of tournament shooting. The rules are designed with the
crossbow hunter in mind by keeping
distances within ethical crossbow
ranges and stressing the taking of
only ethical shots.
We are also considering adopting a lottery system to determine the
overall winner of the tournament. If
you shoot a round, your score card
goes in the hat and at the end of the
tournament, a card is drawn from
the hat to determine the winner of
the grand prize, whatever that is. The
object is to put the fun back into the
sport and to give every shooter the
chance to be the winner regardless
of how skillful they are. Perhaps we
are going into left field here, but we
just want to encourage folks to get
out, participate and have fun with
their fellow horizontal and vertical
shooters. Of course at our tournaments, all forms of archery would be
welcome.
I love what you are doing and
what you are publishing, Tim. Our
industry is badly in need of individuals like you. People with vision,

Apology Due Wood
Arrow Manufacturers
Jay McAninch’s, President of
ATA, article on “Questions and
Answers” concerning the recent
Federal Excise Tax legislation in
Inside Archery, April 2005 needs
some very important additions. The
first being an apology to both the
archery industry and Board
Members who were not given the
opportunity to participate in any
discussions
concerning
Mr.
McAninch’s flat tax legislation. What
is of vital concern is that democratic
principles were laid to waste. Your
entire ATA Board was not even asked
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Continued from previous page
for their advice or comment until
effective discussions were meaningless. Why should there have been a
discussion? Please see the Board
meeting notice I received below.
Toll free: 866.266.2776
www.archerytrade.org
TO: ATA Board of Directors
FROM: Jay McAninch
DATE: December 2, 2004
SUBJECT: EMERGENCY
BOARD CONFERENCE CALL
FRIDAY-DECEMBER 3 at 2pm
Eastern. Dial 888-447-7153; PIN
1435914#
The Board was informed Friday
December 3rd and the vote was
scheduled for Monday, December
6th. Congress was out of session
during the weekend. The ATA Board
and industry should have been fully
informed in early November. The
leadership of the Board had this
information and elected to share it
with the rest of the Board three days
before the vote, but two of them
were Saturday and Sunday.
As an elected Board member I
was deliberately not informed of
what amounted to this complete
reversal of ATA’s position; from an
arrow FET of 12% to a .39 cent flat
tax. There were other Board members who also were not communicated with, but I will let them speak
for themselves. I spoke at the ATA
Board meeting concerning this
unacceptable
governance
in
Louisville Kentucky on March 21st.
The Board voted to unanimously
support Mr. McAninch. I hope that
support assumed a change in Mr.
McAninch’s future behavior.
What would be your reaction if
the ATA was responsible for legislation
that virtually put you out of business?
None of the wood youth arrow manufacturers were aware of this back door
tax legislation until it was enacted!
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The wood youth arrow manufacturers
were not even given the courtesy of a
phone call. As a Board member I have
apologized to: Red Feather–Jerry
Crosby, Manager (210) 945-8552; Port
Orford Cedar–Jerry Nishion (541) 5726408; Shekawkin–Frank Slacik (607)
967-8333
What is important here is not
what side of the issue you are on but
how the game is played. An Olympic
Gold medal won with the aid of
drugs is no medal. Integrity must be
ATA’s first priority. Our trade organization must be transparent....They
got their Gold Medal, but you decide
on how to score it. Their actions put
some members in our industry in
financial jeopardy without even having a discussion with them. How
would you like this to happen to you
and is this really the way you want
your trade organization run?
Bob Eastman, ATA Board Member
CEO of Eastman Outdoors, including
the Eastman Outfitters
and Carbon Express brands
Flushing, Michigan

Kinsey’s Archery Dealer
Show Continues To Grow
Mild weather and plenty of good buys greeted the approximately 525 retailers who registered to attend the
March 11-13 Kinsey’s Archery Dealer Show at the Hershey Lodge and Convention Center in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
Vendors that do business with Kinsey’s paid just $350 to rent booth space, and generally brought smaller and simpler displays than they might have had at the ATA Show. But what dealers were promised, and got, were very good
prices and an easy ordering system. Preprinted forms in each booth meant dealers could hand their identifying
sticker over, help fill in quantities, and be on their way to the next manufacturer in a manner of minutes. Prior to the
show, the Kinsey’s customer service staff printed out order histories for retailers who requested them. Kinsey’s
worked with the vendors to make sure the prices available throughout the show floor would be the lowest offered
through Kinsey’s that year, and if they grouped their shipments the dealers could buy small quantities of different
products and still receive free shipping. Because of space limitations we’re showing just a portion of the show floor,
and have given preference to firms that were not covered in May’s ATA Show Section.
The 2006 Kinsey’s Dealer Show will return to Hershey February 24-26. Watch for registration info in future issues.
Carbon Express sales manager Jason Fuller helped
introduce two new arrow shafts at the Kinsey’s Show. He’s
holding the Maxima, a conventional diameter shaft that
replaces the normal BuffTuff coating with a visible weave of
carbon fiber called a BuffTuff Plus Outer Crossweave. The
woven outer wrap makes the new Maxima the strongest allcarbon shaft on the market, he said. Below, see how the new
Edge shaft with its .271 outside diameter compares to a normal .294 “internal component” shaft. Like Easton’s ST Axis, this
slim, thick-walled shaft
offers superior penetration, though the minimal fletching clearance
poses a tuning challenge with some rest
styles. The Edge uses a
composite construction
that combines carbon
with other fibers, and
because of the thick
wall still has more carbon fibers than the
firm’s all-carbon shafts. A long, knurled insert seats against the
end of the shaft and perfectly matches its diameter. Fuller
said,“There are no tools needed, and your broadhead is guaranteed to go on square because it seats against the insert,
instead of against the end of the shaft. We say ‘No tools, no
hidden inserts, no hidden hassles.’” Reach Carbon Express in
Michigan at (810) 733-6360.
Knockout’s Pamela Slaughter holds a whitetail trailer
hitch cover next to a rotating display that holds 96 of the
more than 300 styles available. Many have hunting and fishing themes, but you may also find cowboy, baseball or football
styles sell well in your store. They’re made in the USA of a
tough ABS plastic, and receive a thick coating of polyurethane
over the decal that helps protect them from cracking, peeling
or fading. The suggested retail price is $14.95. The folks at
Kinsey’s or the manufacturer can recommend a selection.
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Kinsey’s Coverage
I finally got a few minutes to
look through the latest issue containing the article covering the

Dealer Show. All I can say is Wow!!
What great coverage!! I’ve fielded at
least ten calls this week from manufacturers and reps who are mentioned in the article who were all
very pleased with the exposure they
received in the article. I can’t thank
you enough for all the support you
have shown us covering the Dealer
Show. We have some pretty exciting
new things in the works for the 2006
Show, I’ll fill you in when they are
carved in stone.
Thanks again,
David B. Parker C.P.M.
Purchasing Manager /Sales Manager
Kinsey’s Archery Products,Inc.

Archery In The Schools
We are a supplier and supporter
of the National Archery in the
Schools Program (NASP). They have
been using our six bow model with
the accessory floor stand for indoor
use. The six bow (6BH) can be used
outside without the floor stand using
the self-driving design that comes
standard with it.
I have also become one of the
first NASP instructors in Wisconsin. I
think Roy Grimes and everyone else
involved with the program have
done a great thing for the kids and
we are proud to be part of it. It’s great
to see kids doing something that
they haven’t done before. They’re
having a blast doing it and they don’t
need a 120 volt outlet or batteries.
Tony Berg, President
Archery Shooter Systems
Endeavor, WI
Editor’s Note: Opinions expressed
are those of the writers. Share your
thoughts on everything from
ArrowTrade’s issues to issues facing
the industry or sport by sending Email
to atrade@ecenet.com or mail to 3479
409th Ave. NW, Braham, MN 55006.
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